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Karl Martin Holzhäuser, member of the international group Concrete Photography (Konkrete
Photographie), has created a remarkably consistent oeuvre with his free artistic practices since the
end of the 1960s. His art is rooted in two cultures: the culture of Concrete and especially Constructive
Art, to which Holzhäuser felt an affinity already at a young age, and the culture of the medium of
photography, particularly in its tendency for experimentation and design. Altogether, Holzhäuser’s
oeuvre could be seen as a visually convincing experiment on the synthesis of the cultures of art and
technology. It reflects the free play of colors, forms, space, and time in the apparatus of the medium,
resisting its ambitions time and again.
Early works such as the Mechano optischen Untersuchungen from 1965 to 1972 make this evident,
as do works of the group Light Painting that carries titles of dates much like a registry or archival
documents. These titles represent the artist’s refusal to submit to any metaphysical super-elevation
and transfiguration of art. He stages a visual world that did not exist before and realizes the idea of
developing an image solely out of the photographic process. His icons are a result of this process.
They seem to have rested within the medium —in a system of optics and chemistry, of mechanic and
technical production—until someone brought them to light. Holzhäuser is permanently in search for
the latent image of time via photographs that don’t want to represent and reproduce the world as it
seems or is. His photographs don’t want to make anything visible, instead they want to be visual.
Here, the artist intentionally returns to the roots of the medium, searching for the elementary in a
world in which the fleeting, fleeing moments have become a nightmare. Earlier connections of a
piece of art to the place or space and time of its creation have become obsolete through
reproducibility and mass distribution. Globalization has already taken place. Photography supports
this process instead of halting it. But it also offers the chance to play this game and produce authentic
contemporary pictures, signs that give support to the individual and collective consciousness.
Holzhäuser’s works fix the fleeting moments in their own way. He may be working in the dark. But
his medium is light.
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